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Abstract
We theoretically examine production of the neutron-rich 10ΛLi hypernucleus by a double-charge
exchange (pi−, K+) reaction on a 10B target with distorted-wave impulse approximation calcula-
tions. We calculate the inclusive spectrum at the incident momentum 1.20 GeV/c by a one-step
mechanism pi−p → K+Σ− via Σ− doorways caused by a Σ−p ↔ Λn coupling. The resultant
spectrum can explain the magnitude of the recent experimental data, so that the Σ− admixture
probability in 10ΛLi is found to be the order of 10
−1 %. The (pi−, K+) reaction provides a capability
of extracting properties of wave functions with Λ-Σ coupling effects in neutron-rich nuclei, as well
as the reaction mechanism.
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It has been discussed that a study of strangeness in nuclei would provide new information
on nuclear physics and astrophysics [1]. The presence of hyperons in high-density nuclear
medium significantly affects the maximal mass of neutron stars and compact stars, because
it makes the Equation of State (EoS) soften [2]. The negatively charged Σ− hyperon was
expected to play an essential role in description of neutron stars, whereas the baryon fraction
is found to depend on properties of hypernuclear potentials in neutron stars. On the other
hand, several theoretical studies [3] suggested that a repulsive component in Σ−-nucleus
potentials is needed to reproduce the observed spectra of (pi−, K+) reactions on nuclear
targets [4] and also the strong level-shifts and widths of the Σ− atomic X-ray data. This
repulsion originates from the ΣN T = 3/2, 3S1 channel which corresponds to a quark
Pauli-forbidden state in the baryon-baryon system [5]. However, since a strong Σ−p → Λn
conversion occurs at a nuclear surface, it is difficult to extract the nature of the Σ− hyperon
in nuclear medium from such experimental data on nuclear targets.
One of the most promising subjects to examine the hypernuclear potential in a neutron-
excess environment is a study of neutron-rich Λ hypernuclei [6]. The Λ hyperon in nuclei is
known to act as a nuclear “glue”, and can often make the system bound even if a core-nucleus
is unbound, e.g., 6ΛHe. In addition, it is suggested that in s-shell Λ hypernuclei an attractive
mechanism appears due to the Λ-Σ coupling which is related to a three-body ΛNN force
[7], and their Σ-mixing probabilities are 1-2 %, as discussed in few-body calculations [8].
This situation is found to be more coherently enhanced in the neutron-excess environment
[9]. Therefore, we believe that there are a lot of exotic neutron-rich Λ hypernuclei beyond
the neutron-drip line.
——— FIG. 1 ———
The experimental attempts to produce neutron-rich Λ hypernuclei were carried out by re-
actions based on a double-charge exchange (DCX) mechanism, as (K−Stopped, pi
+) [10, 11] and
(pi−, K+) [12]. Further experiments in the nuclear (pi−, K+) reactions are also planned at J-
PARC [13]. The production of the neutron-rich Λ hypernuclei by the DCX reaction (pi−,K+)
would conventionally proceed by a two-step mechanism of the meson charge-exchange, pi−p
→ pi0n followed by pi0p → K+Λ, as shown in Fig. 1(a), or pi−p → K0Λ followed by K0p
→ K+n. Another exotic mechanism is a one-step process, pi−p → K+Σ− via Σ− doorways
caused by the Σ−p ↔ Λn coupling in Λ hypernuclei, as shown in Fig. 1(b). Tretyakova and
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Lanskoy [14] theoretically found that the two-step mechanism in the 10B(pi−, K+) reaction
is more dominant compared to the one-step one, where the Σ− admixture probability is as
small as the order of 10−2 %. Thus they claimed that the magnitude of the cross section
of the 10ΛLi bound state in the (pi
−, K+) reaction is as large as 38-67 nb/sr at the incident
momentum ppi = 1.05 GeV/c (0
◦), where the cross section of the conventional (pi+, K+)
reaction on nuclear targets is at its maximum [15].
Recently, Saha et al. [12] have performed the first measurement of a significant yield
for the 10ΛLi hypernucleus in (pi
−, K+) reactions on a 10B target, whereas no clear peak has
been observed with the lack of the experimental statistics. The data show that the absolute
cross section for 10ΛLi at 1.20 GeV/c (dσ/dΩ ∼ 11 nb/sr) is twice larger than that at 1.05
GeV/c (dσ/dΩ ∼ 6 nb/sr). This incident-momentum dependence of dσ/dΩ exhibits a trend
in the opposite direction for the theoretical prediction of Ref. [14]. This might mean that
the one-step mechanism is favored rather than the two-step mechanism, as pointed out in
Ref. [12].
In this paper, we theoretically investigate production of the neutron-rich 10ΛLi hypernu-
cleus by the DCX (pi−, K+) reaction on a 10B target at 1.20 GeV/c, within a distorted-wave
impulse approximation (DWIA). In order to understand the mechanism of this reaction,
we focus on the Λ spectrum populated by the one-step mechanism, pi−p → K+Σ− via Σ−
doorways due to the Σ−p ↔ Λn coupling. This is the first attempt to extract the probabil-
ity of the Σ− admixture in a neutron-rich Λ hypernucleus from available experimental data
phenomenologically. We also discuss a small contribution of the two-step processes in the
(pi−, K+) reactions within the eikonal approximation.
Now let us consider the DCX (pi−, K+) reaction on the 10B target within the DWIA.
In order to fully describe the one-step process via Σ− doorways, as shown in Fig. 1(b), we
perform a Λ-Σ coupled-channel calculation [16], evaluating the production cross section of Λ
hypernuclear states in 10ΛLi. We assume a two-channel coupled wave function for simplicity,
which is given by
|10Λ Li〉 = ϕΛ(r) |9Li⊗ Λ〉+ ϕΣ(r) |9Be∗ ⊗ Σ−〉, (1)
where 〈ϕΛ|ϕΛ〉+ 〈ϕΣ|ϕΣ〉 = 1, and r denotes a relative coordinate between the core-nucleus
and the hyperon. The probability of the Σ− admixture in the Λ hypernucleus can be obtained
by PΣ− = 〈ϕΣ|ϕΣ〉. It should be noticed that the core-excited state (9Be∗) in the Σ− channel
is assumed to be a one effective state which can be fully coupled with the 9Li core state
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via the Λ-Σ coupling, rather than the 9Be(3
2
−
;1
2
) ground state. Thus, we assume ∆M = 80
MeV effectively for the threshold-energy difference between 9Li+Λ and 9Be∗+Σ− channels.
The mixed Σ−-hyperon in 10ΛLi is regarded as a deeply bound particle in the nucleus, where
the pi−p→ K+Σ− transition takes place under an energy-off-shell condition.
In order to calculate the nuclear (pi−, K+) spectrum, we employ the Green’s function
method [17], which is one of the most powerful treatments in a calculation of the spectrum
which includes not only bound states but also continuum states with an absorptive poten-
tial for spreading components. The complete Green’s function G describes all information
concerning (9Li ⊗ Λ)+(9Be∗ ⊗ Σ−) coupled-channel dynamics. We obtain it by solving the
following equation with the hyperon-nucleus potential U numerically:
G = G(0) +G(0)UG, (2)
where
G =


GΛΛ GΛΣ
GΣΛ GΣΣ

 , U =


UΛΛ UΛΣ
UΣΛ UΣΣ

 , (3)
and G(0) is a free Green’s function. By the complete Green’s function, the inclusive K+
double-differential lab cross section of Λ production on a nuclear target with a spin Ji (its
z-component Mi) [16] by the one-step mechanism, pi
−p→ K+Σ− via Σ− doorways, is given
by
d2σ
dΩKdEK
= β
1
[Ji]
∑
Mi
(−) 1
pi
Im
∑
αα′
〈
F α †Σ G
αα′
ΣΣF
α′
Σ
〉
, (4)
where a production amplitude
F αΣ = fpi−p→K+Σ−χ
(−)∗
pK
χ(+)
ppi
〈α |ψˆp| i〉, (5)
[Ji] = 2Ji + 1, and the kinematical factor β expresses the translation from the two-body
pi−-p lab system to the pi−-10B lab system. fpi−p→K+Σ− is a Fermi-averaged amplitude for
the pi−p → K+Σ− reaction in nuclear medium, and χ(−)
pK
and χ(+)
ppi
are the distorted waves
for outgoing K+ and incoming pi− mesons, respectively, taken into account the recoil effects
[18]. 〈α |ψˆp| i〉 is a hole-state wave function for a struck proton in the target, where α denotes
the complete set of eigenstates for the system. The inclusive Λ spectrum in Eq.(4) can be
decomposed into different physical processes [16, 17], by using the identity
Im(F †ΣGΣΣFΣ) = F
†
ΣΩ
(−)†(ImG
(0)
Λ )Ω
(−)FΣ
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+ F †ΣG
†
ΣΛ(ImUΛ)GΛΣFΣ
+ F †ΣG
†
ΣΣ(ImUΣ)GΣΣFΣ, (6)
where Ω(−) is the Mo¨ller wave operator.
The diagonal (optical) potentials for U in Eq. (3) are given by the Woods-Saxon (WS)
form:
UY (r) = (VY + iWY g(EΛ))f(r) (7)
for Y = Λ or Σ−, where f(r) = [1 + exp ((r − R)/a)]−1 with a = 0.6 fm, r0 = 1.088 +
0.395A−2/3 fm and R = r0(A − 1)1/3 = 2.42 fm for the mass number A = 10 [19]. Here we
used VΛ = −30 MeV for the 9Li ⊗ Λ channel, and assumed VΣ = 0 MeV to describe the
effective Σ state of the 9Be∗ ⊗ Σ− channel. The spreading imaginary potential, ImUY , can
describe complicated excited-states for 10ΛLi; g(EΛ) is an energy-dependent function which
linearly increases from 0 at EΛ = 0 MeV to 1 at EΛ = 60 MeV, as often used in nuclear
optical models. The strength parameter WY should be adjusted appropriately to reproduce
the data. The coupling Λ-Σ potential UΣΛ in off-diagonal parts for U is written by
UΣΛ(r) = 〈9Be∗ ⊗ Σ−| 1√
3
∑
j
vΣΛ(rj , r)τj · φ
×|9Li⊗ Λ〉, (8)
where vΣΛ(rj, r) is a two-body ΛN -ΣN potential including the spin-spin interaction, and τj
denotes the j-th nucleon isospin operator and φ is defined as |Σ〉 = φ|Λ〉 in isospin space
[20]. Here we assumed UΣΛ(r) = VΣΛf(r) in a real potential for simplicity, where VΣΛ is
an effective strength parameter. We will attempt to determine the values of WΣ and VΣΛ
phenomenologically by fitting to a spectral shape of the experimental data.
For the 10B(3+;0) target nucleus, we use single-particle wave functions for a proton, which
are calculated by a WS potential [21] with V N0 = −61.36 MeV fitting to the charge radius
of 2.45 fm [22]. Due to large momentum transfer q ≃ 270-370 MeV/c in the (pi−, K+)
reaction, we simplify the computational procedure for the distorted waves, χ(−)
pK
and χ(+)
ppi
,
with the help of the eikonal approximation. In order to reduce ambiguities in the distorted-
waves, we adopt the same parameters used in calculations for the Λ and Σ− quasi-free
spectra in nuclear (pi∓, K+) reactions [18]. Here we used total cross sections of σpi= 32 mb
for pi−N scattering and σK= 12 mb for K
+N one, and αpi = αK = 0, as the distortion
parameters [18]. The Fermi-averaged amplitude fpi−p→K+Σ− is obtained by the optimal
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Fermi-averaging for the pi−p → K+Σ− t-matrix [18]; we used 20 µb/sr as the lab cross
section of dσ/dΩ = |fpi−p→K+Σ−|2.
——— FIG. 2 ———
Now let us examine the dependence of the spectral shape on two important parameters,
WΣ and VΣΛ by comparing the calculated inclusive Λ spectrum for
10
ΛLi with the data of
10B(pi−, K+) experiments at KEK [4]. The cross sections of the data are three orders of
magnitude less than those for 10ΛB in
10B(pi+,K+) reactions. In Fig. 2, we show the calculated
spectra by the one-step mechanism at ppi = 1.20 GeV/c (6
◦) for the several values of −WΣ
when we use VΣΛ = 11 MeV which leads to the Σ
−-mixing probability of PΣ = 0.57 % in
the 10ΛLi bound state. We have the peak of the bound state with a [0p
−1
3
2
sΛ1
2
]2− configuration
at EΛ ≃ −10.0 MeV, and the peaks of the excited states with [0p−13
2
pΛ3
2
, 1
2
]3+,1+ configurations
at EΛ = 1-3 MeV. Since the non-spin-flip processes with the large momentum transfer q are
known to dominate in the pi−p→ K+Σ− reaction at 1.20 GeV/c, these spin-stretched states
are mainly populated. We find that the value of −WΣ significantly affects a shape of the
Λ spectrum for the continuum states which can be populated via Σ−p → Λn processes in
9Be∗ together with the core-nucleus breakup; this Λ strength mainly arises from a term of
G†ΣΣ(ImUΣ)GΣΣ in Eq. (6). We recognize that the calculated spectrum with −WΣ = 20-30
MeV can reproduce the shape of the data in the continuum region [12], and these values
of −WΣ are consistent with the analysis of Σ− production by the (pi−, K+) reactions [18].
Obviously, the parameter WΣ does not contribute to the spectrum of the bound state. It
should be noticed that the contribution of the two-step processes in the continuum spectrum
is rather small, as the dashed curves shown in Fig. 2.
——— FIG. 3 ———
On the other hand, the Λ-Σ coupling potential plays an essential role in the formation
of the Λ bound state. In Fig. 3, we show the dependence of the cross section for the bound
state in 10ΛLi on the values of VΣΛ when −WΣ = 20 MeV. We find that the calculated
spectrum for the bound state is quite sensitive to VΣΛ; when we use VΣΛ = 4, 8, 10, 11
and 12 MeV, the probabilities of the Σ− admixture in the 2− bound state are PΣ− = 0.075,
0.30, 0.47, 0.57 and 0.68 %, respectively. The positions of the peaks for 10ΛLi are slightly
shifted downward by ∆EΛ ≃ −〈UΣΛ〉2/∆M ≃ −∆M · PΣ−, e.g., −456 keV for VΣΛ = 11
6
MeV, which is about 4-5 times larger than that of 7ΛLi [23]. For the order of VΣΛ = 10-12
MeV (PΣ− = 0.47-0.68 %), the calculated spectra can fairly reproduce the data, whereas it
is not appropriate to a detailed study of the structure of 10ΛLi because of the simple single-
particle picture we adopted here. Such a Σ− admixture seems to be consistent with the
recent microscopic calculations [7, 8, 24]. This consistency of VΣΛ considerably enhances
the reliability of our calculations. Consequently, the calculated spectrum by the one-step
mechanism explains the 10B(pi−, K+) data. This fact implies that the one-step mechanism
dominates in the (pi−, K+) reaction, and our calculations provide a capability of extracting a
production mechanism from the data of this reaction. Some discrepancy between the results
and the data in the bound-state region surrounding EΛ ≃ −5 MeV might be improved by a
sophisticated shell-model calculation with configuration-mixing [24].
——— TABLE I ———
The early theoretical prediction by Tretyakova and Lanskoy [14] differs from the present
result. They have shown that the Σ−-mixing probabilities on p-shell nuclei are the order
of 10−3-10−2 %, which are smaller than ours by one or more orders of magnitude, within
Hartree-Fock single-particle calculations based on two-body ΛN -ΣN effective interactions
[7]. The Λ-Σ coupling in the Hartree-Fock states seems to be hindered by the lack of active
configurations. For the two-step mechanism, pi−p→ pi0n followed by pi0p→ K+Λ or pi−p→
K0Λ followed by K0p → K+n, in the DCX 10B(pi−, K+) reaction, we roughly estimate the
integrated lab cross sections of dσ/dΩ for the 10ΛLi bound state with a harmonic oscillator
model in the eikonal approximation [25]. In Table I, we show that the calculated value of
dσ/dΩ at 1.20 GeV/c (6◦) by the two-step mechanism is rather small (1-2 nb/sr) compared to
that by the one-step one. (See also Fig. 2.) The incident-momentum dependence of dσ/dΩ
in the data is similar to that in the one-step mechanism. Therefore, we believe that the
one-step mechanism is dominant in the (pi−, K+) reaction at 1.20 GeV/c. The 10B(pi−, K+)
experiment at KEK [12] might be interpreted as a measurement of the Σ− admixture in the
Λ hypernucleus. The Σ− admixture gives a key for understanding of the EoS and neutron
stars [9].
In conclusion, the calculated spectrum of the 10ΛLi hypernucleus by the one-step mech-
anism via Σ− doorways fully explains the data of the DCX 10B(pi−, K+) reaction at 1.20
GeV/c, rather than by the two-step mechanism. The result shows that the Σ− admixture
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probability in the 10ΛLi bound state is the order of 10
−1 %. The sensitivity to the potential
parameters implies that the nuclear (pi−, K+) reactions with much less background experi-
mentally provide a high ability for the theoretical analysis of precise wave functions in the
neutron-rich Λ hypernuclei. The detailed analysis based on microscopic nuclear calculations
is required for forthcoming J-PARC experiment [13]. This investigation is in progress.
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FIG. 1: Diagrams for DCX nuclear (pi−, K+) reactions, leading to production of Λ hypernuclear
states: (a) a two-step mechanism, pi−p → pi0n followed by pi0p → K+Λ, and (b) a one-step
mechanism, pi−p → K+Σ− via Σ− doorways caused by the Σ−p ↔ Λn coupling.
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FIG. 2: Calculated inclusive Λ spectra by the one-step mechanism in the 10B(pi−, K+) reaction
at ppi = 1.20 GeV/c (6
◦), together with the experimental data [12]. The solid curves denote the
K+ spectra by −WΣ = 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 MeV when VΣΛ = 11 MeV (PΣ = 0.57 %), with a
detector resolution of 2.5 MeV FWHM. The dashed curve denotes the inclusive Λ spectrum by the
two-step mechanism.
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FIG. 3: Calculated inclusive Λ spectra by the one-step mechanism near the Λ-threshold in the
10B(pi−, K+) reaction at 1.20 GeV/c (6◦), by changing VΣΛ for the Λ-Σ coupling potential. The
experimental data are taken form Ref. [12]. The solid curves denote for VΣΛ = 4, 8, 10, 11 and 12
MeV when −WΣ = 20 MeV, with a detector resolution of 2.5 MeV FWHM.
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TABLE I: Calculated results of the integrated lab cross sections of dσ/dΩ for the 10ΛLi 2
− bound
state with two-step and one-step processes in 10B(pi−, K+) reactions at 6◦, compared with the
data [12]. The value in the bracket is a lower limit one with Λ quasi-free corrections.
ppi Two-step
a One-stepb Exp. [12]
(GeV/c) (nb/sr) (nb/sr) (nb/sr)
1.05 ∼1.6 2.4 5.8±2.2c
1.20 ∼1.2 5.4 11.3±1.9c (9.6±2.0)
aSum of the cross sections via pi−p → pi0n followed by pi0p → K+Λ and pi−p → K0Λ followed by K0p →
K+n, by a simple harmonic oscillator model.
bPΣ− = 0.57 % (VΣΛ = 11 MeV) is assumed.
cAll the events for −20 MeV ≤ EΛ ≤ 0 MeV.
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